
An accessible, bold new vision for trans feminisms 

intersectional and global future

A Short History of Trans Misogyny

9781804291566

£14.99

Verso Books (Marston Book Services)

16 January 2024

A beautifully written and argued book. - Torrey Peters, author 

of Detransition, Baby There is no shortage of voices 

demanding everyone pay attention to the violence trans 

women suffer. But one frighteningly basic question seems 

never to be answered: why does it happen? If men are not 

inherently evil and trans women do not intrinsically invite 

reprisal-which would make violence unstoppable-then the 

psychology of that violence had to arise at a certain place and 

time. The trans panic had to be invented. Award-winning 

historian Jules Gill-Peterson takes us from the bustling port 

cities of New York and New Orleans to the streets of London 

and Paris in search of the emergence of modern trans 

misogyny. She connects the colonial and military districts of 

the British Raj, the Philippines, and Hawaii to the lively travesti 

communities of Latin America, where state violence has 

stamped a trans label on vastly different ways of life. Weaving 

together the stories of historical figures in a richly detailed 

narrative, the book shows how trans femininity emerged 

under colonial governments, the sex work industry, the 

policing of urban public spaces, and the area between the 

formal and informal economy. A Short History of Trans 

Misogyny is the first book to explain why trans women are 

burdened by such a weight of injustice and hatred.

Hardback | 192 pages | 

Violence in society
Feminism  feminist 
theory
Social issues  processes

Jules Gill-Peterson is US-based writer, 

activist, and the author of the 

award-winning book Histories of the 

Transgender Child, published in 2018. 

Gill-Peterson is a tenured associate 

professor of History at Johns Hopkins 

University and a General Editor of 

TSQ: Transgender Studies Quarterly, 

the journal of record in the field. She 

has earned a public reputation for 

fiercely advocating for transgender 

children and women, with interviews 

in outlets from NPR, to ABC, to New 

York magazine. She was profiled by 

the Guardian and published an op-ed 

on trans kids in the New York Times in 

2021. She has also written for the New 

Inquiry, Jewish Currents, the Baffler, 

the Funambulist, Parapraxis
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In Search of the Missing Eyelash is a novel about home 

and love and what can become undone when we try to 

make it all better.  Its also about gender and sex and it 

flips from heart-breaking to hilarious within the stoke of 

an eyelash.

In Search of the Missing Eyelash

9781739471682

£10.99

Muswell Press (Grantham Book Services (GBS) )

06 June 2024

First published in 2008 by Vintage this Betty Trask Award 

winning novel; a humorous LGBTQI+ coming of age story, is 

available for the first time in 17 years.  Lizzie is lonely.  Her 

parents have gone and her brother, who believes he is a 

woman, is missing.  Most of all, though, Lizzie misses Sally, her 

former lover, who has gone off with a man with a fat neck.  

She starts to stalk Sally, collecting bathroom fluff, dust and 

pubes from Sallys bed - all the things that prove that 

somewhere life is taking place without her.
Paperback | 194 pages | 

Modern  contemporary 
fiction (post c 1945)

Karen McLeod is a writer, 

performance artist and creative 

writing teacher. She is writer in 

residence at Bookseller Crow on the 

Hill. She is also a visiting lecturer in 

creative writing at UCAS.  She 

performs comedy as Barbara 

Brownskirt, a Judi Dench mega-fan 

and poet-in-residence at the 197 bus 

stop on the Croydon Road in 

south-east London.
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A groundbreaking survey of the language used around 

queerness in the Arab world, with contributions by 

leading Arab queer writers, thinkers and activists

The Queer Arab Glossary

9780863560927

£15.99

Saqi Books (Marston Book Services)

06 June 2024

The Queer Arab Glossary is a first-of-its-kind survey of the 

linguistic landscape surrounding queerness in the Arab world. 

It brings together more than 300 words and terms used to 

refer to queer people across the spoken Arabic dialects, 

ranging from the humorous to the harrowing, serious to 

tongue-in-cheek, pejorative to endearing. Featuring 

anecdotes and fascinating historical facts, the bilingual 

glossary paints a linguistic picture of how queer bodies are 

perceived within the Arab region. It includes insightful essays 

by eight leading Arab queer artists, academics, activists and 

writers, which situate the glossary in a modern social and 

political context. With beautiful, witty illustrations by Haitham 

Haddad, The Queer Arab Glossary is a powerful response to 

myths about queer people in the Arab world. It is proof that 

the LGBTQI+ Arab community is alive and thriving, despite the 

challenges.

Paperback | 160 pages | 

25 Colour illustrations; 25 
Illustrations, unspecified

Gay  Lesbian studies
Sociolinguistics
Sociolinguistics

Marwan Kaabour is a graphic 

designer, artist and writer, and the 

founder of Takweer – an online 

archive of queer narratives in Arab 

history and popular culture. Marwan 

was a senior designer at one of the 

UK’s most celebrated design agencies 

Barnbrook, before setting up his own 

design practice in 2020. His 

interdisciplinary practice builds 

pathways between communication 

and print design, curation, pedagogy 

and political activism. Alongside his 

independent projects, Kaabour works 

with non-profit institutions, 

companies and individuals in the art 

and culture sector, such as the VA, Art 

Basel, National Gallery, Serpentine 

Galleries, Hayward Gallery
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The world we dream of is already here

Constellations of Care

9780745349954

£18.99

Pluto Press (John Wiley & Sons Ltd)

Anarcha-Feminism in Practice

20 April 2024

Offers the conversations we need to sustain the possibility of 

anarchist, feminist, and queer world-making in the ruins of 

everyday brutality - Mattilda Bernstein Sycamore  What do we 

do when the state has abandoned us? From failing health 

systems to housing crises to cascading ecological collapse, it’s 

increasingly evident that state-centered politics do not protect 

us from the violence of colonialism and capitalism, fascism 

and patriarchy. In fact, they actively work to harm us.  

Anarchist feminism—or anarcha-feminism—shows us that the 

ways we tend to our social relations can build a new world 

inside the old one. We can take care of each other when 

nothing else will, supplying communal well-being and 

liberatory horizons.  From communitarian kitchens to medic 

collectives, squatted social centers to queer theater troupes, 

Ljubljana to Mexico City, Constellations of Care powerfully 

underscores that we already have everything we need and 

desire in one another to carve out lives worth living.

Paperback | 448 pages | 

14 Illustrations, black and 
white

Anarchism
Feminism  feminist 
theory
Political activism

Cindy Barukh Milstein is a diasporic 

queer Jewish anarchist and longtime 

organizer. Theyve been writing on 

anarchism for over two decades, and 

are the author of Anarchism and Its 

Aspirations and Try Anarchism for 

Life: The Beauty of Our Circle. They 

edited the anthologies Rebellious 

Mourning: The Collective Work of 

Grief and Deciding for Ourselves: The 

Promise of Direct Democracy, among 

others.
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James Baldwin : Living in Fire

PB | 336.pp | February 2024£16.99 |

Bill V. Mullen
Pluto Press (John Wiley & Sons Ltd) | 9780745338538

The biography of one of the worlds 
most influential African-American 
writers

Paradise Rot : A Novel

PB | 160.pp | March 2024£9.99 |

Jenny Hval
Verso Books (Marston Book Services) | 9781804294529

The instant cult classic from the 
incomparable Jenny Hval

Lifting Off

PB | 320.pp | June 2024£10.99 |

Karen McLeod
Muswell Press (Grantham Book Services (GBS) ) | 9781739193072

Betty Trask Award winning author of 
In Search of the Missing Eyelash 
(Vintage).  Female identity, sexuality 
and familial ties explored.  Lifting Off 
will resonate with anyone who has 
ever wondered who they really are or 
has taken a job that diverts them from 
who they thought they would be.

The Gallopers

HB | 208.pp | January 2024£14.99 |

Jon Ransom
Muswell Press (Grantham Book Services (GBS) ) | 9781739193027

Three men bound together in a 
blistering story that spans 30 years, 
from 1953 into the 1980s and the AIDS 
epidemic, The Gallopers is a visceral 
and mesmerising novel of deceit, 
desire and unspeakable loss.  Author 
longlisted for the Polari Debut Book 
Prize 2023.

Vicious and Immoral : Homosexuality, the 
American Revolution, and the Trials of Robert 
Newburgh

HB | 376.pp | July 2024£29.00 |

John Gilbert McCurdy
Johns Hopkins University Press (John Wiley & Sons Ltd) | 9781421448534

The fascinating story of a British army 
chaplain's buggery trial in 1774 reveals 
surprising truths about early America.

As Good as a Marriage : The Anne Lister Diaries 
1836–38

PB | 384.pp | July 2024£18.99 |

Jill Liddington
Manchester University Press (IPS UK/NBNI) | 9781526176417

The authoritative sequel to Female 
Fortune, continuing the diaries of 
Anne Lister up to 1838, when she was 
at her most powerful. -- .
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Revolutionary Bodies : Homoeroticism and the 
Political Imagination in Irish Writing

PB | 240.pp | May 2024£20.00 |

Michael G. Cronin
Manchester University Press (IPS UK/NBNI) | 9781526178848

An ambitious and wide-ranging study 
of the Irish gay novel, not merely in 
relation to a broader Irish political and 
historical narrative, but also a global 
one of increasing neoliberal 
domination legitimated by liberal 
social politics. -- .

Men and Masculinities in Modern Britain : A 
History for the Present

HB | 332.pp | January 2024£25.00 |

Matt Houlbrook
Manchester University Press (IPS UK/NBNI) | 9781526174697

Men and masculinities provides a 
critical overview of ongoing debates in 
the history of masculinities and the 
making of men’s lives and ideas of 
masculinity in Britain between the 
1890s and present day.It proposes a 
new agenda, urging histories to reflect 
on the enduring influence of 
patriarchy in contemporary Britain. -- 
.

Bad Gays : A Homosexual History

PB | 368.pp | May 2023£10.99 |

Huw Lemmey
Verso Books (Marston Book Services) | 9781839763281

An unconventional history of 
Homosexuality

American Homo : Community and Perversity

PB | 288.pp | October 2018£12.99 |

Jeffrey Escoffier
Verso Books (Marston Book Services) | 9781788732314

Come Together : Years of Gay Liberation

PB | 224.pp | October 2018£12.99 |

Aubrey Walter
Verso Books (Marston Book Services) | 9781788732376

Homosexuality : Power and Politics

PB | 224.pp | October 2018£16.99 |

Gay Left Collective
Verso Books (Marston Book Services) | 9781788732406

Originally published by Allison and 
Busby Limited, 1980.
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Pink Triangles : Radical Perspectives on Gay 
Liberation

PB | 192.pp | October 2018£12.99 |

Pam Mitchell
Verso Books (Marston Book Services) | 9781788732345

First published: Boston: Alyson 
Publications, A1980.

Queer Footprints : A Guide to Uncovering Londons 
Fierce History

PB | 368.pp | May 2023£14.99 |

Dan Glass
Pluto Press (John Wiley & Sons Ltd) | 9780745346212

Walk in our queer elders footprints in 
this guide full of humour, joy, pathos 
and mischief

Working-Class Queers : Time, Place and Politics

PB | 208.pp | May 2023£19.99 |

Yvette Taylor
Pluto Press (John Wiley & Sons Ltd) | 9780745341026

Highlights the entanglement of British 
class and sexuality, in a society 
saturated by the rhetoric of diversity

Private Worlds : Growing Up Gay in Post-War 
Britain

PB | 224.pp | April 2023£14.99 |

Jeremy Seabrook
Pluto Press (John Wiley & Sons Ltd) | 9780745348421

A moving memoir chronicling the 
friendship of two gay men coming of 
age in 1950s Britain

Transgender Marxism

PB | 320.pp | May 2021£16.99 |

Jules Joanne Gleeson
Pluto Press (John Wiley & Sons Ltd) | 9780745341668

A watershed moment in transgender 
theory

Towards a Gay Communism : Elements of a 
Homosexual Critique

PB | 320.pp | May 2018£19.99 |

Mario Mieli
Pluto Press (John Wiley & Sons Ltd) | 9780745399515

First publication in English of a 
groundbreaking book of revolutionary 
queer theory.
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Man-Made Woman : The Dialectics of 
Cross-Dressing

PB | 224.pp | August 2017£16.99 |

Ciara Cremin
Pluto Press (John Wiley & Sons Ltd) | 9780745337128

An auto-ethnography of 
cross-dressing, framed by Marxism 
and psychoanalytic theory

De-Centering Queer Theory : Communist Sexuality 
in the Flow During and After the Cold War

PB | 256.pp | December 2023£25.00 |

Bogdan Popa
Manchester University Press (IPS UK/NBNI) | 9781526174659

This book historicises Anglo-American 
queer theory by excavating a rival 
epistemology that advanced a 
communist sexuality during the Cold 
War. It proposes a new dialectical 
theory that inserts socialist ideas and 
films in the epistemology of queer 
studies. -- .

Red Closet : The Hidden History of Gay Oppression 
in the USSR

HB | 288.pp | May 2023£17.99 |

Rustam Alexander
Manchester University Press (IPS UK/NBNI) | 9781526167453

Based on unique and previously 
undiscovered sources, this is the first 
book to tell the story of the oppression 
of LBGT people in the USSR. -- .

Luminous Presence : Derek Jarmans Life-Writing

PB | 280.pp | March 2023£25.00 |

Alexandra Parsons
Manchester University Press (IPS UK/NBNI) | 9781526171573

Luminous presence: Derek Jarmans 
life-writing is the first book to analyse 
the prolific writing of queer icon 
Derek Jarman. Much of Jarmans 
powerful, imaginative response to 
HIV/AIDS can be found in his 
remarkable books, which Alexandra 
Parsons argues were critical in 
changing the cultural terms of queer 
representation in the 1980s and 1990s. 
-- .

Odd Men out : Male Homosexuality in Britain from 
Wolfenden to Gay Liberation: Revised and Updated 
Edition

PB | 368.pp | September 2022£13.99 |

John-Pierre Joyce
Manchester University Press (IPS UK/NBNI) | 9781526162441

Examines the transformation of 
homosexual men from ‘odd’ to 
‘normal’ during the tumultuous 
decades of the 1950s and 1960s. -- .

Same Old : Queer Theory, Literature and the 
Politics of Sameness

PB | 232.pp | June 2022£21.00 |

Ben Nichols
Manchester University Press (IPS UK/NBNI) | 9781526163813

This book provides a new way of 
understanding queer culture. The 
frameworks offered by queer 
theory—steeped in philosophical, 
theoretical and political commitments 
to difference—have obscured the 
important investments in sameness 
that have been central to queer 
history. Same old dwells on these 
investments and elucidates their 
significance. -- .
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Queer Beyond London

HB | 376.pp | June 2022£20.00 |

Matt Cook
Manchester University Press (IPS UK/NBNI) | 9781526145864

Explores and compares the queer 
dimensions of four English cities - 
Manchester, Leeds, Plymouth, and 
Brighton -- .

Emerging Gender Identities : Understanding the 
Diverse Experiences of Todays Youth

PB | 256.pp | October 2020£16.99 |

Mark Yarhouse
Baker Publishing Group (John Wiley & Sons Ltd) | 9781587434341

Based on the authors significant 
clinical and ministry experience, this 
book offers a measured Christian 
response to the diverse gender 
identities that are being embraced by 
an increasing number of adolescents.

Leeward : A Times Historical Novel of the Year 
2023

PB | 384.pp | November 2023£9.99 |

Katie Daysh
Canelo (Macmillan Distribution (MDL)) | 9781804365700

For whatever we lose, it is our self we 
find in the sea.‘There are echoes of 
Horatio Hornblower in Nightingale’s 
introspection and doubts.

Living Histories : Queer Views and Old Masters

HB | 112.pp | September 2023£29.95 |

Aimee Ng
D Giles Ltd (Macmillan Distribution (MDL)) | 9781913875398

A new and stimulating way of looking 
at Old Master paintings with a 
foreword by Hanya Yanagihara, 
contributions by Jonathan Anderson, 
Jessica Bell Brown, Christopher Lew, 
Jason Reynolds, Legacy Russell, and 
Russell Tovey, and works by Jenna 
Gribbon, Doron Langberg, Toyin Ojih 
Odutola and Salman Toor.

Liberated : The Radical Art and Life of Claude 
Cahun

HB | 96.pp | September 2023£16.99 |

Kaz Rowe
Getty Trust Publications (John Wiley & Sons Ltd) | 9781947440074

A  stunning debut graphic biography 
by YouTuber Kaz Rowe, Liberated tells 
the story of the gender-queer 
Surrealist artist Claude Cahun.

The Conversation on Gender Diversity

PB | 288.pp | June 2023£14.00 |

Jules Gill-Peterson
Johns Hopkins University Press (John Wiley & Sons Ltd) | 9781421446189

From contributors to The 
Conversation, a look at gender 
diversity in the twenty-first century 
and the intricate and intersecting 
challenges faced by trans and 
nonbinary people.
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GaYme Changer : How the LGBT+ community and 
their allies are changing the global economy

PB | 336.pp | February 2021£19.99 |

Jens Schadendorf
LID Publishing (Hachette UK) | 9781912555956

A look into the LGBT+ community 
and their impact on the modern 
workforce

Gay Aliens and Queer Folk : How Russell T Davies 
Changed TV

HB | 256.pp | September 2023£18.99 |

Emily Garside
University of Wales Press (IPS UK/NBNI) | 9781915279224

The television writing of Russell T 
Davies defies easy categorisation, 
ranging from children's programmes, 
across Shakespeare, historical drama 
and comedy, to the landmark series 
that have made him a household 
name: Queer As Folk, Doctor Who and 
It's a Sin.  

Outrageous! : The Story of Section 28 and Britain’s 
Battle for LGBT Education

PB | 328.pp | February 2023£10.99 |

Paul Baker
Reaktion Books (Grantham Book Services (GBS) ) | 9781789147094

Paul Bakers personal history of the 
infamous anti-gay ‘Section 28’ law.

The Invention of Oscar Wilde

HB | 248.pp | May 2021£20.00 |

Nicholas Frankel
Reaktion Books (Grantham Book Services (GBS) ) | 9781789144147

An exploration of Oscar Wildes 
self-creation as a work of art.

Fabulosa! : The Story of Polari, Britain’s Secret Gay 
Language

PB | 320.pp | July 2020£11.99 |

Paul Baker
Reaktion Books (Grantham Book Services (GBS) ) | 9781789142945

Paul Baker recounts the story of Polari 
with skill, erudition and tenderness.

This Arab Is Queer : An Anthology by LGBTQ+ 
Arab Writers

PB | 288.pp | June 2022£14.99 |

Elias Jahshan
Saqi Books (Marston Book Services) | 9780863564789

A unique and compelling collection of 
memoir and personal stories by Arab 
LGBTQ+ writers edited by the 
Arab-Australian journalist, Elias 
Jahshan.
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C+NTO :  Othered Poems

PB | 98.pp | June 2021£10.99 |

Joelle Taylor
Saqi Books (Marston Book Services) | 9781908906489

WINNER OF THE T S ELIOT PRIZE 
2021. Part-memoir, part-conjecture, 
Joelle Taylor investigates sexuality and 
gender in poetry that is lyrical, 
expansive, imagistic, epic and 
intimate.

User

PB | 228.pp | June 2023£9.99 |

Bruce Benderson
Muswell Press (Grantham Book Services (GBS) ) | 9781739638207

A Queer Classic published in the UK 
for the first time.  By the bestselling 
author of The Romanian, winner of 
the Prix de France.

Queer Life, Queer Love : The Second Anthology

PB | 240.pp | May 2023£9.99 |

Julia Bell
Muswell Press (Grantham Book Services (GBS) ) | 9781739123826

Following the phenomenal success of 
the first Queer Life, Queer Love 
anthology, this second anthology 
celebrates the best new queer writing 
from around the world, from both 
new and established writers. . The 
anthology will comprise of 30 winning 
submissions which will capture the 
very best of international queer 
writing today

The Whale Tattoo

PB | 240.pp | February 2023£8.99 |

Jon Ransom
Muswell Press (Grantham Book Services (GBS) ) | 9781739879495

One of the most acclaimed fiction 
debuts of 2022. Cruelly beautiful, 
utterly authentic - introducing a 
searingly talented new Queer writer.  
When a giant sperm whale washes up 
on a Norfolk beach it tells Joe Gunner 
that death will follow him wherever he 
goes.  Joe knows that the place he 
needs to go is back home.

The Gaudy Image

PB | 252.pp | August 2022£9.99 |

William Talsman
Muswell Press (Grantham Book Services (GBS) ) | 9781916129238

Originally published in Europe in the 
50s to avoid prosecution for obscenity, 
The Gaudy Image is one of the most 
important `lost gay novels. A classic of 
gay fiction available in a new edition 
for the first time in 30 years. With a 
new introduction by Jonathan Kemp

Scent

PB | 336.pp | May 2022£8.99 |

Isabel Costello
Muswell Press (Grantham Book Services (GBS) ) | 9781739966027

Thrilling and tantalising, the 
repercussions of a bisexual love 
triangle resurface 20 years on.  Every 
day in Paris carries proof that love 
exists, in the air, on the streets and 
behind closed doors.  Just not mine.
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Queer Life, Queer Love : An anthology

PB | 240.pp | November 2021£9.99 |

Golnoush Nour
Muswell Press (Grantham Book Services (GBS) ) | 9781838110161

A timely celebration of the best 
writing from the global margins 
brought to centre stage. The anthology 
will feature voices which offer a 
unique perspective of our world, both 
established and debut writers.

The Ministry of Guidance

PB | 204.pp | April 2020£7.99 |

Golnoosh Nour
Muswell Press (Grantham Book Services (GBS) ) | 9781916129283

SHORTLISTED FOR THE 2021 
POLARI BOOK PRIZE. These 
evocative stories shine a light on the 
lives of young Iranians who are 
questioning their sexuality and 
identity in a culture where queerness 
is legal but not widely accepted.
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